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Game-Play Language and Game-Play Intelligence –
Wording, Planning, and Enacting Action Plans in Team
Sports
By Paul Godbout* & Jean-Francis Gréhaigne+
The purpose of this paper is to discuss, in a socio-constructivist context, the
development of students’ game-play language and game-play intelligence
through their wording, planning and enacting of action plans in team sports. At
the beginning, the authors offer a brief recall of the basics of constructivism and
social constructivism. They discuss students’ perception of game-play reality,
assimilation, accommodation and adaptation in relation with learning
strategies in team sports. Then, they consider the development of a common
game-play language and the evolution of students’ exchanges over successive
debate episodes interspersed with sequences of play. Beyond facilitating tactical
learning, student construction of a common game-play language is seen as way
to alleviate initial differences among students in terms of past sport experiences.
Following theoretical considerations on the relationship between thinking and
the development and the use of intelligence, the authors discuss the development
of game-play intelligence and tactical thinking, considering the complementary
use of convergent and divergent thinking. Finally, learners’ awakening to
metacognition is discussed in relation with the socially shared regulation of
learning one may expect in a socio-constructivist approach to tactical learning
in team sports.
Keywords: debate-of-ideas, divergent thinking, student/player exchanges,
strategy thinking, tactical thinking

Introduction
In the teaching/learning of team sports, a characteristic common to several
game-based approaches, in addition to being student-centered, is the use of
exchanges between learners and between learners and their teacher as well
(Kinnerk et al. 2018). Depending upon the particular model, modalities of
exchanges may vary from questions and answers between the teacher/coach and
the students/players, to more or less extensive debates among students/players.
With regard to student verbalization, it has been suggested that student exchanges
ought to rely more on divergent thinking, facilitating the pursuit of tactical
learning (Harvey et al. 2016, Light and Georgakis 2005). This is especially so in a
socio-constructivist approach where students are expected to collectively develop
their tactical learning. The quality of students’ exchanges relies, among other
factors, on the extent of their conceptualization of game-play related constructs
and on the extent and precision of game-play related terminology. While the
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former may be associated with game-play intelligence the latter relates to gameplay language, two constructs that will be discussed in this article.
The purpose of this article is to discuss, in a socio-constructivist context, the
development of students’ game-play language and game-play intelligence through
their wording, planning and enacting of action plans in team sports. Following a
brief recall of operational basics of constructivism and socio-constructivism, we
will examine students’ learning of game-play related concepts and language and
discuss the development of tactical thinking and game-play intelligence. Finally,
we will consider the repercussion of the regulation of developing game-play
intelligence and tactical learning on learners’ metacognitive awareness.

The Socio-Constructivist Process in a Tactical-Learning Context
Basics of Constructivism and Social Constructivism
Piagetian theory postulates that "human learning is constructed, that learners
build new knowledge upon the foundation of previous learning" (Bada 2015, p.
66). The theory acknowledges three phases in the child’s learning process, in
relation with his/her perception of reality: assimilation, accommodation, and
adaptation. Assimilation occurs when a learner receives new information or
perceives a new situation and manages to fit that information or reality into an
already existing mental scheme. Accommodation occurs when a learner transforms
a pre-existing mental scheme in order to take into account dissonant perceptions of
reality. Adaptation represents a state of balance between assimilation and
accommodation, a phase when the reality perceived, whatever its variations, fits
into the learner’s mental scheme (Piaget 1962). Although not specifically
pinpointed as part of the process, readers will note that whether going through
assimilation, accommodation or adaptation, the learner first reacts to some type of
perception of reality. Perception of reality is a starting point not to be overlooked
in a deliberate and organized learning context.
Besides postulating that children construct their learning into mental schema,
based on received information, Vygotsky’s theory considers that they are also
influenced by adults, their peers and their social environment (Yvon and
Zinchenko 2011). In other words, the child’s development is socially situated and
constructed through interactions with others.
Socio-Constructivist Perspective of Learning in Team Sports
In physical and sport education, activities involving interacting participants
offer a teaching/learning context particularly propitious to a socio-constructivist
approach. This is even more so with team sports where collaboration with several
teammates, while opposing several other players, is essential for success. Table 1
provides a general framework for students’ social construction of knowledge with
regard to team sports.
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Table 1. Social Construction of Knowledge in Team Sports: General Framework
Learning phases

Related learning strategies
In a team-sport teaching/learning setup, one may
envision various information-retrieval strategies
Perception of reality
Perception is the process through such as (a) direct observation by the learner, (b)
which an individual takes into
reflection on action, (c) verbal interactions with
account objects or characteristics peers involved in game play, (d) verbal interactions
present in his/her environment.
with teammate-observers, (e) verbal interactions
with the teacher. In coaching contexts, videofeedback may also be considered.
Assimilation may occur with students’ acquisition
of declarative knowledge relating, for instance, to
Assimilation
Assimilation is the process
game-play terminology and play organization rules.
through which declarative or
It may also occur when students’ convergent
procedural knowledge is
thinking is at work, for instance in problem-solving
integrated by the learner who can situations when the task is to apply the proper
then apply it.
operations at the proper time (use of known
procedural knowledge).
Accommodation, corresponding to the effective
construction of tactical knowledge, is likely to
Accommodation
Accommodation corresponds to
occur in situations requiring divergent thinking on
the adjustment made by
the part of the learners. Student observation of
modifying one’s knowledge or
game play, exchanges and debates among students
procedural knowledge when it
in view of solving problems encountered during
proves to be inoperative in a new prior game-play, followed by trials and
situation.
verifications during consecutive matches, will
solicit divergent thinking and facilitate
accommodation.
Adaptation will lead to a stabilization and
generalization of students’ resources. There may be
Adaptation
Adaptation occurs when
three progressive facets to adaptation:
variations of a same or similar - given successive trials of the same situation in the
nature in the perceived reality no same conditions, learners will keep being
longer create a dissonance with
successful;
the learner’s mental scheme.
- confronted to varied similar play situations, learners
Adaptation is associated with
will display stable answers;
stabilisation and generalisation. - confronted to varied similar sport activities, learners
will display stable answers.

At the onset of the constructive process, learners perceive reality as they
experience it. Strategies may however be implemented to provide additional
information. Figure 1 illustrates a learning setup in which learners are engaged in a
4 vs 4 small-sided game. Associated with each team are two teammate-observers
recording game-play occurrences based on pre-selected criteria. At times, the
teacher (or coach) may also elect to observe both teams, one particular team or
selected players depending upon his/her own agenda. Besides teammateobservation and teacher/coach observation, one may also consider that participant
observation is at work. Indeed, as represented in each bubble associated with one
player or another (players E2 and S3 have been selected for the sake of the
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illustration), each player in each team may be considered as involved in a
participant-observation situation. Each one may directly observe the opponents
(DOOps) or observe directly his/her teammates (DOTs, while reflecting on his/her
own action during game play (R in A).
Figure 1. Observers Involved during Game Play

For its part, Figure 2 illustrates a learning setup in which, following a match,
learners regroup on a team basis (players and observers) and proceed to exchange
facts, reflections, and work hypotheses with regard to the last match and the one
that will follow (summarized as debate in the Figure). Four different sources of
information may be involved from the learner’s point of view. We will as an
example consider player E2 as a central figure of this illustration. The exchange
includes the four players involved in the preceding match (E1 to E4), their two
teammate-observers (EO3, EO4), and possibly the teacher/coach if he or she
chooses to take part into the exchange (knowing that other debates may be going
on, one of which involving team S (S1 to S4, plus SO1 and SO2 in Figure 1). The
court or pitch illustrated in grey at the bottom of Figure 2 represents the
reminiscence of the preceding match that is what all participants to the debate
remember. One may think that as time goes by, souvenirs of the game-play
sequence, vivid at first, will progressively fade in each person’s mind. The grey
representation of the playing area illustrates the reservoir of souvenirs at each
participant’s disposal. The bubble associated with player E2 identifies information
received or given by the player: (a) the information may come from reflection on
prior game play, or reflection on action (player reflection on action – PR o A); (b)
the information may come from playing teammates as augmented feedback (TFB
+); (c) the player may provide augmented feedback to his playing teammates (PFB
+). Finally, player E2 will receive information, or feedback, from his/her
teammate-observers and, possibly, from the teacher. For its part, the bubble
associated with teammate-observer EO4 identifies information processed by this
student: (a) communication of observational results to teammates (ObRs); (b)
observer’s personal reflection on play actions witnessed (observer reflection on
action – ObR o A) (c) communication of additional feedback on aspects of game
play not included in pre-selected observational criteria (FB +).
In the two learning setups illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, exchanges between
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teammates and between students and the teacher are numerous. Exchanges with
the teacher may concern feedbacks or at times take the form of questioning on the
part of the teacher and answering on the part of students. Closed questions (recall
or convergent) may be "associated with, for instance, the management of gameplay rules, the proper way to name game-related concepts, and so on. However,
resorting to open-ended (divergent) questions is critical to elicit students’ tactical
thinking and the development of their tactical procedural knowledge" (Gréhaigne
and Godbout 2020, p. 2). Similarly, students’ planning of strategies during their
debates will solicit their divergent thinking. Such learning setups demonstrate
implicitly the fundamental importance of language for players and observers to
function properly.
Figure 2. Information Sources in a Student-Exchange Setup with, as Background,
the Reminiscence of Prior Game Play

Developing Game-Play Language: The Student/Player-Speaker
Verbalization facilitates learners’ reflection, understanding and observation by
providing a database in view of exchanging with other players. One must
differentiate the learner’s construction of tactical knowledge and his/her acquisition
of game-play language. Through past experiences, children have likely developed
a basic language related to everyday games and leisure activities, summer camps,
and so on, although there may be significant differences among students for
different reasons [socio-economic, cultural, familial, and so on (Gréhaigne et al.
2017)]. They would be familiar with terms like throwing, catching, kicking,
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dodging and the like. At this point, most of that language would relate more to
motor skills than to tactical skills. The latter are referred to in a semiotic code that
learners must learn to share if they are to exchange among themselves and with
their teacher or coach.
Toward a Common Language
Through past experience, players learned to use proper words to refer to one
aspect of reality or another. Thus, learning team-sport related terminology fits their
existing mental scheme and they can readily assimilate new words. Assimilating
team-sport related terminology ought to be a situated process in the sense that
there would be no use for a learner or a group of learners to develop a language of
their own. The terminology already exists within the social environment and the
community’s culture. Within the boundaries of his/her pedagogical content
knowledge, it is the teacher’s responsibility to transmit this declarative knowledge
through straightforward information, recall questioning or similar teaching
strategies. In terms of learning, the process involved would be assimilation on the
learners’ part as alluded to before in Table 1. The development of a common
game-play language will counter the initial difference among students mentioned
above at the beginning of the present section. Readers will keep in mind that
“terminology” refers to the words people agree to use to label things, movements,
phenomena, occurrences, emotions, strategies, action rules, and so on. In the
learning process, labelling something implies that the learner, unlike parrots,
understands the meaning of the word, what that something is; the learner must
grasp the underlying concept involved.
At first, in relation with observation, the teacher who masters pedagogical
content knowledge (Chandler 1996) is well positioned to transmit to the class
group the standard terms that express in words facts perceived by players and
observers. At a higher level of abstraction, an explicit wording of a given
individual or collective behavior or tactical answer conceived by learners may be
associated with a play organization rule (POR) or an action rule (AR) (Gréhaigne
and Godbout 1995) generally agreed upon by everyone. Through accommodation
(see Table 1), learners construct, or reconstruct, these rules and then consciously
use the word, notion or concept corresponding to the idea they developed. This
way, resorting to verbalization in team sports makes it possible for learners to
build a common team framework and recognize, on a conceptual level, action
rules, play organization rules, notions of configuration of play, of effective-play
space, of competency network, and so on (Gréhaigne and Godbout 1995,
Gréhaigne and Godbout 2014).
The notion of language of the sport has been discussed by Caron and Pelchat
(1974) with respect to Ice Hockey and by Mérand (1990) with respect to
Basketball. According to Caron and Pelchat (1975, p. 52), "team-sport language
seems to differ from one sport to the other. Such a conclusion implies that, from a
pedagogical point of view, learning a team-sport language should mean learning
the communication mode specific to that sport". Indeed, this may be true for highlevel sport, or non-invasive team sports (Ramos et al. 2020). Discussing the matter
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of a common language for ice hockey, Nadeau et al. (2014) submitted that beyond
a general point of view where one finds a team-sports language (particularly with
reference to similar sports, like invasion team-sports for instance) sharing common
references, there remains the need for communicating about characteristics
specific to a given sport based on specific play organization rules. For their part,
referring to the principle of generalization of tactical learning across a variety of
team sports, Gréhaigne et al. (1999) were of the opinion that students ought to
develop a language that could be used with regard to the greatest possible number
of activities. With these nuances in mind, we will, in this article, put forward the
notion of game-play language in team sports.
That being said, during their debates or exchanges, learners resort back and
forth to their everyday language, for general comments, and to game-play language
for exchanges concerning subject- matter elements or tactical and strategic aspects
of game-play.
Evolution of Exchanges
At first, words reflect the learners’ need to communicate their interpretation of
a situation experienced during game play. Through exchanges with peers, a
reflective distancing sets in between the learner and his/her past actions (see Figure
2), generating a description and perceptions of game play. Thus, having contributed
to the reflection on past action, language becomes a favored tool for putting
forward game-play related concepts. Exchanges between learners denote the
acquisition of a common language of play (Ramos et al. 2020) but also an
evolution of the conception of game play, its components, its rules, and its tactical
aspects.
It is no longer a matter of extracting game play from time for the sake of
describing play actions or reflecting on them as illustrated in Figure 2. It becomes
a matter of abstracting concepts or constructs from experienced or perceived
occurrences and conceptualizing game play. Two complementary facets of
conceptualization appear to be at play. First, through convergent thinking, learners
may analyze, compare, categorize, differentiate, explain, synthesize. Then,
stepping further in the construction process, they resort to divergent thinking to
imagine, create, invent solutions and verify their appropriateness. As we will
discuss later, this conceptualization process leads to tactical awareness and
progressive understanding of game play (Gréhaigne and Godbout 1995, Godbout
and Gréhaigne 2020b, Ramos et al. 2020).
Considering the qualitative aspect of learners’ verbalization, it has been
observed that debates or exchanges following game-play episodes modify
interrelations between teammates, student-speakers becoming co-actors of the
learning process. Indeed, exchanges may be shaped by one or the other of several
contention levels. For instance, based on studies conducted by Nachon and Chang
(2004) and by Chang (2009), one can submit the following five contention levels:
- assertion, which consists in describing and questioning experienced action
plays in order to clarify their determinants and compare them to others;
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- judgment, which consists in prioritizing, qualifying, and debating observed
facts depending upon their plausible issues;
- proposal, meaning the formulation of decisional alternatives, a gateway for
possible actions;
- persuasion, which consists in trying to convince a teammate to collaborate
in a collective action;
- conviction, which consists in stating ideas and/or principles considered as
fundamentals with a high degree of certainty based on proofs.
Game-play language evolves as understanding and tactical awareness increase,
a result of the accommodation process. Both understanding and tactical awareness
also concur to the development of game-play intelligence.

Understanding Game Play, Game-Play Intelligence and Tactical Thinking
Understanding Game Play
Beyond a first level of understanding related to language and alluded to
previously, the learners’ challenge remains to understand the notions of POR and
AR (Gréhaigne and Godbout 1995) and to construct them throughout the learning
process while taking into account their motor and physical capacities. As a
facilitator, the teacher will progressively put at their disposal a series of reference
concepts (or constructs) related to game-play language such as a game plan,
configurations of play, effective-play space, offensive and defensive matrices of
play, respective competency network of each team involved, and so on (Gréhaigne
and Godbout 2014). Understanding for succeeding indeed, but also succeeding for
understanding. Understanding helps formulating action hypotheses; confirming the
validity of the hypothesis, which offers a solution to problems encountered in the
match, compels a critical analysis of reasons for this success and reinforces
learners’ understanding.
So far, we have mentioned on a few occasions the accommodation process
learners go through while constructing knowledge. Accommodation refers to the
learner’s adjustment of schemas or cognitive frameworks as a result of new
information or new experiences. It may also involve the development of additional
schemas leading to conceptual networks. During game play, in a learner-centered
approach, players are continuously faced with unexpected offensive or defensive
problems they are challenged to solve instead of waiting for the teacher/coach to
provide ready-made answers. Through exchanges with teammates, hypotheses,
verifications and confirmation through game play, players understand that a given
reality differs from what they thought and readjust their schemas accordingly; they
learn through accommodation. They also learn through understanding, which
explains Chandler’s phrase "Understanding for learning" (1996, p. 51) or, as
expressed by the National Research Council (NRC) (2000, p. 8), "…learning with
understanding".
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Throughout debates/discussions among themselves and experimentation on
the court, learners adjust their schemas to the point where the reality they
experience is more and more in harmony with their schemas: they have adapted, as
we have defined "adaptation" in Table 1. After stabilization, one may assume
players use their tactical knowledge through convergent thinking; they are on a
familiar ground. Following stabilization, a further step may be planned by the
teacher in order to engage students into a generalization process. "With respect to
generalization, teachers should encourage students to look for similarities between,
for instance, invasion team sports in terms of tactics, action rules, matrices of play,
prototypical configurations of play (PCPs), and so on". (Godbout and Gréhaigne
2020a, p. 12). As learners attempt to generalize their tactical knowledge across
other team sports and experience different, although similar, realities, the
accommodation process may resume temporarily, along with more divergent
thinking until new adaptation sets in, and so on.
We submit that the progressive construction of understanding leads to the
elaboration of a tactical knowledge base and conceptual networks likely to be used
in convergent or divergent thinking processes. Convergent thinking will be at
work when learners choose a tactical answer related to a familiar resolution
context, whether nonlinear or not. Divergent thinking will set in when learners are
looking for new answers in an unfamiliar context, possibly related to new
constraints (e.g., new rules, new opponents). Such an assertion brings us to
consider what we will call game-play intelligence, as well as tactical thinking.
Game-Play Intelligence and Tactical Thinking
Theoretical Considerations
Somehow, electing to discuss intelligence and thinking in a team-sport
learning context is like inviting oneself to a buffet where supply largely exceeds
demand. In such a case, we submit that the pragmatic solution is to make a choice,
identify it and stand by it as suggested by Schlinger (2003, p. 21) who wrote
"…perhaps behaviour scientists should instead take a more Darwinian view and
look at the specific behaviours in their contexts that we label "intelligent," and then
analyse them according to their function in those contexts".
The French Centre national de ressources textuelles et lexiques (CNRTL)
National center for lexical and textual resources offers, among several others, the
following operational definition of intelligence (2020a): in new circumstances for
which instinct, learning or habit has no solution, intelligence is the aptitude for
(a) grasping (comprehending) and organizing situational data, (b) putting together
procedures to be used and the final aim, (c) choosing appropriate means or (d)
discovering original solutions that will allow an adaptation to the requirements of
the action. Such a definition fits particularly well the way we envision debates or
exchanges among learners trying to find solutions to problems encountered during
game play. Followed by a complement referring to an activity (game play, for
example), the word intelligence is defined as an aptitude, a particular capacity, a
gift for the activity concerned. As for thinking, the CNRTL (2020b) offers, among
several others, the following definition: putting into operation an individual’s
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intellectual capacities. From these definitions, we will retain that intelligence and
thinking are intimately intermingled. We might consider intelligence as a capacity,
an aptitude, more or less developed depending on the amount of knowledge,
concepts and conceptual networks cumulated and understood by an individual. For
its part, thinking, as related to a notion of mental process, would be the catalyst or
putting into action of this capacity, a transmission belt working both ways, in and
out.
The intermingling of these two constructs would come from the fact that
thinking favors the development of intelligence (in a thinking  intelligence
relationship, like a form of conceptualization or inductive thinking), which in turn
allows a further elaborated expression of thinking (in an intelligence  thinking
relationship, like a form of effector thinking or implementing thinking). Both
would nurture each other as the awareness of a given reality develops.
In the context of this article on team-sports and games learning, going along
with the above CNRTL suggestion, we will discuss game-play intelligence,
considering its strategic and tactical dimensions, as we have previously submitted
the notion of game-play language. While recognizing that thinking contributes to
the development of both strategic and tactical intelligence, we will use the notion
of tactical thinking since, from our point of view, in game-play situations and
faced with time constraints, tactical thinking takes precedence over reflection in
action and the implementation of new conceptual links. When appropriate, the
latter will apply a-posteriori at times of reflection on action.
Game-Play Intelligence and Tactical Thinking
Concerning game-play intelligence, based on Stenberg’s theory of intelligence
(1985, 2005), we will use the notions of analytical intelligence and creative
intelligence. Analytical intelligence is the capacity of analyzing, evaluating,
judging, comparing, contrasting. It is thus related to convergent thinking, focused
on problem solving based on known procedures. For its part, creative intelligence
makes it possible for the learner to invent or imagine one or different solutions to a
new problem; it relies on divergent thinking as we have alluded to previously. One
may reasonably assume that when debating or exchanging during "tactical pauses"
between matches, learners will make use of both types of intelligence whereas,
most of the time, convergent thinking (as an expression of analytical intelligence)
will prevail in game-play situations under the pressure of time constraints.
Gréhaigne and Godbout (2020, p. 7) have recently written "During the match,
faced with unexpected evolution of game play and under time constraints, students
can no longer rely on thoughtful tactical reasoning. They need to resort to stored
procedural tactical knowledge and be able to anticipate opponents’ and or
teammates’ moves (Gréhaigne et al. 2001, Taylor 2016)".
From this point of view, we will not consider the notion of tactical creativity
offered by Memmert (2011, p. 373) who wrote: "Tactical creativity is defined at
the behavioral level as the unusualness, innovativeness, statistical rareness, or even
uniqueness of solutions to a related sport situation in team-ball sports". According
to this author, creativity is associated with the player’s divergent-thinking ability
used during game play, hence its rarity or uniqueness if one takes into account the
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various constraints related to game-play situations. Although it is true that it can be
felt sometimes with expert players (the names of Gretzky and Lemieux come to
mind in ice hockey and those of Cruyff and Platini in soccer), we do not think that
the concept rightly applies in a learning environment involving beginners or
novice players. We nonetheless agree with Büning et al. (2020) that the frequent
use of divergent thinking combined with the exposure to various sport activities, a
choice discussed in the Understanding Game play section of this article, may
indeed concur to the development of creative potential and problem-solving
capacity in young players.
As alluded to previously, under time constraints during a match game-play
intelligence manifests itself through tactical thinking when unexpected situations
occur with regard to the team’s strategic plan. We have mentioned that the player’s
resort to divergent thinking is theoretically possible in an unusual moment of
innovativeness; however, the temporal cost of such a choice may prove to be high.
During game-play, the most appropriate approach is likely resorting to convergent
thinking, the player reacting according to conceptual representations already
available through game-play intelligence, a capacity referred to as "tactical
intelligence" by Gréhaigne (2014b) and by Memmert (2011). Among such
conceptual representations, one finds, for instance, offensive and defensive
matrices of play, prototypical configurations of play, action rules, data regarding
respective teams’ competency networks, and effective-play spaces (Gréhaigne and
Godbout 2014). Spotting the effective-play space may give a player a useful input
at the tactical-thinking level, taking into account the player’s perception of the
configuration of play, his/her capacities, and what he/she knows of the teammates’
and opponents’ competency levels. All these conceptual landmarks develop
through divergent thinking over successive lessons, debates with teammates, and
the teacher’s contributions, in contexts where learners have time enough at their
disposal for integrating this knowledge and enriching their game-play intelligence.
Then, when faced with the urgency of game play, the player’s convergent tactical
thinking takes over as he/she "tries to sustain at their minimum play-related
constraints, uncertainties and randomness, while using to their maximum the
capacities, potential and competencies at his/her disposal" (Gréhaigne 2014b, p.
32).
Through game-play intelligence, an "intelligent" player may anticipate
teammates’ or opponents’ movements and even some evolution of configurations
of play. In fact, one may consider two facets to anticipation of play. On the one
hand, while preparing for a coming match, players may display strategic
anticipation, planning possible reactions to plausible configurations of play, given
their advance knowledge about opponents’ competency network or preferred
strategies (Mouchet 2014). On the other hand, as most often is the case,
anticipation refers to tactical anticipation, that is, this "thinking leap" performed
by a player sensing what will be a teammate’s or an opponent’s next move and
reacting accordingly. Such a mental operation should not be mistaken for a dicey
form of anticipation, be it an educated guess, a tactical choice discussed by
Verscheure and Amans-Passaga (2014). Nadeau et al. (2020) had 18 Hockey
players and 36 Football players describe each two critical incidents, referring to
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their last match: (a) one incident where they thought they had taken a good tactical
decision during game play and (b) one incident where they thought they had taken
a bad tactical decision during game play. Players were also asked to explain why
they considered their decision as good or bad. Players answered the questionnaire
on several occasions during their competition season. Among 289 reported positive
decisions and 117 negative ones, players evoked offensive and defensive principles
of game play. Moreover, on a few occasions, players described situations in which
they had anticipated teammates’ or opponents’ actions. The authors concluded that
these cases of anticipation "showed a better level of game-play understanding that
went beyond the simple description of an experienced game-play situation" (p.
108; quotation translated by the authors).
With regard to tactical anticipation, research conducted with "expert" players
in relation with anticipation show that (a) they make better use of information
coming from their opponents’ posture orientation, (b) predict more precisely the
outcome of a given situation of play, and (c) remember or recognize rapidly and
accurately structured patterns in situations of play (Stevenson 2013, Williams and
Jackson 2019). Recognizing or reading game play rapidly implies thinking speed,
a construct closely associated with the notion of anticipation according to
Gréhaigne (2014a).
Players’ game-play intelligence helps them (a) coordinate their actions with
those of teammates, (b) interpret the evolution of configurations of play in relation
with opponents’ movements, that is (c) construct a capacity of anticipating and
conceiving collective actions with their peers (Fernandez 2002). Concerning the
matter of collective actions, Duarte and Frias (2011) have referred to the notion of
collective intelligence. According to these authors, one may consider a team’s
performance as a collective intelligent behavior that is not centered on a particular
player’s consciousness but is rather distributed among all players. This reasoning,
related to players’ tactical behaviors within a team, connects with the notions of
inter-player coordination (Memmert et al. 2017) or intra-team movement
synchronization (Goes et al. 2020). Without assenting to the notion of collective
intelligence as such, we concur with the idea that shared construction and
stabilization of tactical knowledge, through socially shared regulation (Godbout
and Gréhaigne 2020a), may lead to somewhat "empathic" tactical behaviors within
a given team. To that effect, in relation with socio-economy- and gender-related
differences in the classroom, the management of pedagogical learning content and
learning setups is crucial (Poggi 2016). In order to reduce the gap between school
and familial cultural environments, exposing students with difficulties to
legitimate contents, or on the contrary adjusting the latter to the point of expelling
all formative content, are not the solution. Teachers should rather offer their
students sufficiently substantial-content situations likely to allow all students the
construction and use of situated knowledge (Gréhaigne et al. 2017).
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Learners’ Awakening to Metacognition
We have seen in Table 1 that the knowledge-construction process starts with
the learner’s perception of reality. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate information networks
that may come into play during and after game play, helping learners to perceive
that reality associated with game play. In the above section on Understanding
Game Play, we have seen that learners involved in the accommodation process,
when faced with new game-play related problems, exchange/debate with
teammates, put forward action plans and test them in following sequences of play.
Operationally, they are regulating their learning, mentally trying to accommodate.
"Teaching practices congruent with a metacognitive approach to learning
include those that focus on sense-making, self-assessment, and reflection on what
worked and what needs improving" (NRC 2000, p. 12). This statement by the
National Research Council clearly suggests that a constructivist approach to
learning can hardly ignore the benefits of learners’ metacognitive awareness. This
we believe applies not only to tactical learning but to the development of the
underlying game-play intelligence as well. Ever since the term appeared in the
literature in the 1970s (Dinsmore et al. 2008), and despite its complexity,
metacognition continues to fascinate researchers (Alexander 2008), teacher
educators (O’Hara et al. 2019), and practitioners (Gascoine et al. 2017). As alluded
by Dinsmore ’s et al. (2008) reference to the work of Vygotsky and Piaget, there is
a definite connection between metacognition and constructivism, a connection
which has been discussed on several occasions since the 1990s (e.g., Bay et al.
2012, Carr and Biddlecomb 1998, Fayol and Monteil 1994).
The classification of types of metacognitive knowledge has undergone
parallel developments in three main research areas: computer science, psychology,
and pedagogy. Although deliberations from these three areas often use a similar
terminology, it is uncertain that constructs identified by the same terms are always
equivalent from one domain to another and the notion of metacognition
encompasses several distinct components within as metacognitive knowledge,
metacognitive experiences and metacognitive skills or skillfulness (Gascoine et al.
2017). Given the plethora of metacognition-related constructs one finds in the
literature (see, for instance, Bay et al. 2012, Gascoine et al. 2017, Langdon et al.
2019, McCormick et al. 2013, Quigley et al. 2018), there is definitely the risk for
the teacher/coach, when drawing learners’ attention on the metacognitive process,
of reverting to a teacher/coach-centered rather than student-centered approach, the
underlying miscomprehension being that students must master the concepts before
they can proceed with learning. At this point, from a constructivist and socioconstructivist point of view, we submit that a suitable approach would be to draw
learners’ attention on the notion of metacognitive awareness, getting them to
understand that there is a possibility for them to think about the way they learn to
play tactically.
As stated by Godbout and Gréhaigne (2020b, p. 441), "becoming conscious,
for instance, of the conditions that made them construct new tactical knowledge
is not to be considered a black or white incidence, a Eureka moment, for most if
not all students". O’Hara et al. (2019) have described a 4-stage metacognitive
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continuum, from a first no awareness/no action stage to an awareness/appropriate
action/range of flexible strategies fourth one. Similarly, Perkins (1992) had
suggested distinguishing four levels of metacognitive learners, from tacit, to
aware, strategic, and reflective learners. While tacit learners do not think about any
particular strategy for learning, aware learners begin to notice some of the thinking
they do (like suggesting solutions, finding evidence), although this is not deliberate
or planned. At the other half of the spectrum, strategic learners structure their
thinking, making use of problem solving, combining and categorizing, and making
choices. Finally, reflective learners not only plan their thinking but also reflect
upon their actual learning, making connections between the results obtained and
the way they proceeded to get there.
With regard to the teaching/learning of invasion team sports, Godbout and
Gréhaigne (2020b), considering that ways of learning vary among students, have
suggested keys to metacognitive awareness pertaining to three categories of student
experience: (a) tasks-related experiences (e.g., observing game-play, debating); (b)
team sport content-related experiences (e.g., configurations of play, teamcompetency networks); and (c) cognitive process-related experiences (e.g.,
analogical reasoning, use of advance organizers). These three categories illustrate
the variety of cognitive experiences learners go through while developing teamsport tactical knowledge. Equipped with proper pedagogical content knowledge,
the teacher/coach may indeed play the role of a facilitator (Goodyear and Dudley
2015), inciting students or players to reflect on what helps them regulate their
learning without imposing his/her own metacognitive perspective.
Above, we have alluded to the notion of socially shared regulation of tactical
learning. According to Godbout and Gréhaigne (2020a, p. 13), "In a team-sport
teaching/learning context, … although ever-present, self-regulation is intermingled
with socially-shared regulation in the sense that each student’s self-regulation
activities are voluntarily mingled with those of his/her teammates to bring about a
collective action plan". Going a step further, De Backer et al. (2018, p. 1301) have
defined socially shared metacognitive regulation as "a joint engagement of
multiple learners operating on each other’s metacognitive contributions when
regulating the group’s cognition". This evidently represents a collective challenge
but makes sense once each member of the group engages in a metacognitive
process while sharing thoughts and reflection with his/her teammates.

Conclusion
In this article, we have discussed the development of game-play language and
that of game-play intelligence with regard to a socio-constructivist approach to the
learning of invasion team sports. We have also examined how tactical thinking is
intermingled with game-play intelligence. Although these cognitive processes are
constantly at work when individuals engage in a sport activity, discussing them on
a theoretical basis remains a challenge. Engaging in the learning of a team sport
with a socio-constructivist perspective implies not only a shared regulation of
learning among players, each one helping the other, but also a socially shared one
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since all action plans agreed upon are based on collective decision-making.
Considering the regulation of learning in a constructivist perspective brings about
the matter of metacognition, a construct nested with self-regulation and selfregulated learning (Dinsmore et al. 2008). As we can find the expression "tactical
awareness" in the literature (e.g., Deleplace 1979, Gréhaigne and Guillon 1991,
Mitchell et al. 2013, Ramos et al. 2020, Rossi et al. 2007), so now can we regularly
find "metacognitive awareness" as seen above. In this article, we have discussed
the development of game-pay intelligence and we may eventually examine the
question of "game-play-learning intelligence" in team sports that is an individual’s
capacity to monitor and regulate his/her tactical-learning processes with regard to
team sports.
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